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The Chairman, 
Health Care Complaints Commission Enquiry. 
 
“INQUIRY INTO THE PROMOTION OF FALSE OR MISLEADING HEALTH-RELATED 
INFORMATION OR PRACTICES.” 
 
Dear Sir, 
I refer to the Terms of Reference for the above and submit our submission. 
 
Over the last five years, our company has led the largest and most in-depth investigation into 
the Australian Health Care System that has ever been done, so we speak with experience and 
and knowledge of how the health system actually is, not how it looks. Things are not always as 
they seem. 
 
In this submission, I intend on addressing the Terms of reference step by step, so it is clear we 
are engaging the heart of the inquiry’s terms. 
 
In the preamble, you mention – “measures to address the promotion of unscientific health-
related information or practices which may be detrimental to individual or public health. The 
Inquiry will focus on individuals who are not recognised health practitioners, and 
organisations that are not recognised health service providers.”  
- There are a number of ambiguities and assumptions here. “not recognised health 

practitioners” is a subjective term – recognised by whom? Individuals and organisations 
that are healing people are recognised health practitioners by the people they are treating, 
and that is all that is required. We have found that most people go to them because the 
orthodox medical system has nothing to offer to heal them. 
 

- “the promotion of unscientific health-related information or practices which may be 
detrimental to individual or public health”- We found the orthodox medical system is the 
most unscientific of all,  
• where (we found) drug companies falsifying reports to the TGA to have drugs passed,  
• nearly all drug companies have lengthy criminal records,  
• doctors fail to disclose the serious side effects of drugs, including the many diseases 

they cause, (including cancer, strokes, pulmonary thrombosis, depression, suicides, 
homicides, heart attacks, diabetes, Alzheimer’s, etc. etc. ) 

• Doctors routinely prescribe drugs that have never been approved for the purpose they 
are prescribing for, which makes the TGA approval a farce. 
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• Doctors routinely prescribe multiple drugs (polypharmacy) where the synergistic 
(mixed) effects of these drugs has never been tested. This is illegal according to the 
Therapeutic Goods Act. 

 
 
“ (a) The publication and/or dissemination of false or misleading health-related information 
that may cause general community mistrust of, or anxiety toward, accepted medical practice;”  
- This certainly needs to be addressed – Doctors deliberately and continually denigrate cures 

that have been developed outside their orthodox training that have success rates far 
exceeding anything the orthodox system can provide, and with no side effects. Doctors do 
this to protect their own system and to create  community mistrust of, or anxiety toward, 
accepted medical practice. I hope you take action to correct this.  

o For example, we found that there is a cure for breast and skin cancer that can be 
applied at home for about $10/cure, that kills the cancer in 24 hours, extracts the 
cancer in 7-10 days and heals up in 30-45 days, with perhaps a small mark. No loss 
of breast tissue, no operations etc. Yet the orthodox medical system has gone all out 
to discredit it and create unwarranted mistrust. Why would they do this? – we 
wondered also, until we followed the money trail. 

 
 
(b) The publication and/or dissemination of information that encourages individuals or the  
public to unsafely refuse preventative health measures, medical treatments, or cures;  
- I assume you are covertly referring to vaccinations here. People need to be able to examine 

the proper evidence, rather than choose on the spin of the medical system, then make their 
own informed choice. 

- For example – The polio vaccine. We have uncovered evidence of an interview with Dr. 
Hilleman who was the developer of Merck's vaccine program, who admitted on video that 
the polio vaccine contained a live cancer virus. Years later, this has resulted in the 
explosion of cancer.  

See – “60 Lab Studies Now Confirm Cancer Link to a Vaccine You Probably Had as a 
Child”   http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/02/18/leading-vaccine-
doctor-states-cancer-linked-to-polio-vaccine.aspx 
“In 2011 there were an extra 47500 new cases of NPAFP [non-polio acute flaccid paralysis]. Clinically indistinguishable 
from polio paralysis but twice as deadly, the incidence of NPAFP was directly proportional to doses of oral polio 
received. Through this data was collected within the polio surveillance system, it was not investigated.” 
Now 180 million Indian children have now been injected/infected with polio vaccine. 

- Is this the “accepted medical practice that you are trying to protect?? 
  

 “(c) the promotion of health-related activities and/or provision of treatment that departs from  
accepted medical practice which may be harmful to individual or public health;”  
- Our investigations found (Government report) that medical doctors kill 14,000 people per 

year and seriously harm or injure 340,000 people per year due to preventable medical 
errors. Doctors cause the admission into hospitals of 90,000 people per year from the toxic 
effects of prescription drugs. 

- Is this the “accepted medical practice that you are trying to protect?? 
 

  

http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/02/18/leading-vaccine-doctor-states-cancer-linked-to-polio-vaccine.aspx
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“(d) the adequacy of the powers of the Health Care Complaints Commission to investigate such  
organisations or individuals;” 
- Yes, it would be a step forward to have the powers to investigate these areas I have 

mentioned above, but at the moment, the HCCC is not yet understanding the harm and 
deaths caused daily by the medical profession. We can help with that if you desire, as we 
have investigated over 100 areas of the health system and are utterly dismayed at what we 
have found. From babies to the aged they are being harmed, and killed by the medical 
profession, the very people who are supposed to be helping us. 
 

“(e) the capacity, appropriateness, and effectiveness of the Health Care Complaints 
Commission to take enforcement action against such organisations or individuals; and”  
 - See the above. 
 
“(f) any other related matter”.  
Doctors wrongly state that “there is no cure” for the vast majority of so-called diseases. Yet we 
found there are cures for everything, and we found the causes of nearly all so-called diseases, 
so they are relatively easy to prevent in any case.  Thousands of people die every year 
needlessly, mothers, father, children and the aged. The HCCC needs the power to stop any 
attempt by the medical system to stop cures (we can provide details) where children die just so 
someone can make more money. 
We found that doctors are not even trained to cure, only to continually treat with toxic 
prescription drugs, where the patients gets worse and worse, never being cured. The medical 
training is based on pharmaceutical companies prescription dugs for the benefit (and huge 
profits) of big Pharma, not for the patient’s benefit. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this submission. 
 
 
Best regards, 
Ken Hurry 
Managing Director 
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